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In this paper, we extend the results on Hecke algebra isomorphisms in 
[HMl] to almost all the minimal K-types of [HM2]. 
One consequence of these Hecke algebra isomorphisms and the existence 
of minimal K-types shown in [HM2] is a complete classification of the 
irreducible representations of G&(F) in many cases. In particular, we give 
new local proofs of the parametrization of supercuspidal representations in 
the case when n is prime and when gcd(p, n) = 1. Previous proofs of these 
parametrizations, given in [Cal and [M], were based on global methods. 
In the cases where we get a complete classification of the irreducible 
representations of G = G&(F), we show that each irreducible (n, V) deter- 
mines a triple (G’, L, p) consisting of a reductive group G’ c G, a compact 
subgroup L c G, and a representation of p of L. The group G’ is a product 
G’ = n, GL,JK,), where K, are extensions of F depending on (n, V) with 
n = C, nv[K,: F]. The intersection L’ = L n G’ of L with G’ is an Iwahori 
subgroup of G’. The important property of the tiple (G’, L, p) is that 
the Hecke algebra H'(G//L, p) is isomorphic to the Iwahori algebra 
&'(G'//L', 1) in a very natural way. 
The Hecke algebra isomorphisms described here have been used in 
[CMS] to compute the formal degrees of the nonsupercuspidal discrete 
series representations of G. 
In Section 1 of this paper, we recall the existence of minimal K-types 
and refine it slightly to formulate a result, Theorem 2.1, analogous to 
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Theorem 4.1 of Chap. 2 in [ HM 11, We prove Theorem 2.1 in Section 3. In 
Section 4, we formulate and prove Theorem 4.7. This theorem is analogous 
to Theorem 1.1 of Chap. 3 in [HMl 1. Finally, in Section 5 we indicate 
consequences of Theorems 2.1 and 4.7 for the classification of irreducible 
representations of G. 
The reductions afforded by the Hecke algebra isomorphisms proved 
so far provide a setting where further investigations into Hecke algebra 
isomorphisms for the cases not covered, i.e., the wild ramification cases, 
could yield a complete classification of the irreducible representations of G 
in all cases. 
1. SEPARATED MINIMAL K-TYPES 
Let R denote the ring of integers in a p-adic field F, #Z the prime ideal 
of R, and 0 a prime element in #. Let q be the order of the residue field 
[F, = R//Z. A lattice in V= I;“, the space of column vectors, is a free 
R-submodule L of rank n. Fix a positive integer m. A periodic lattice flag 
Y of period m is a sequence of lattices { Li 1 i E Z} such that Li+ 1 s Li and 
Li+m = 6Li. For a fixed lattice flag 6p, let 
W = (x E M,(F) 1 xLi c Li} 
B= (x04,(F)IxLicLi+,}. 
(1.1) 
The group of units J of W is a parahoric subgroup of GL,(F). Define 
filtration subgroups Ji (i 2 0) of J by 
J, = J and Ji= (1 +x~xE@} (i>O). (1.2) 
The Jis are normal in J. The minimal K-types are representations of the Ji 
which are trivial on Ji+ r. The structure of Ji/Ji+ i is given as follows: 
Case 1. i = 0. The quotients 
v, = L,IL,, 1 (t modulo m) (1.31 
are all the irreducible modules of W. We have identified L,/L,+, with 
Lt+mlL+m+ 1 via multiplication by W. View V, as an [F,-vector space. Then 
Jo/J, = n WV,). 
1<t<Wl 
This description of Jo/J, as a reductive group over IF, allows us to speak 
of cuspidal representations of Jo/J,. 
Case 2. i 2 1. The map x + 1 + x from B’ to Ji gives an isomorphism 
between Pi/Pi+ ’ and Ji/Ji+ i. It s well known that this map enables one 
to realize the character group of Ji/Ji+ 1 as P-i/P-i+ ‘. One fixes a 
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character 1 of F with conductor p and identifies a coset x =x+Pdif’ 
with the character 
Q,(Y) = xWx(y - 1)) yeJi. (1.4) 
Let 64 be a periodic lattice flag. A coset. x = x + P-j+ ’ in P-’ is said to 
be nondegenerate if x does not contain any nilpotent elements. 
A minimal K-type is a pair (Ji, Sz), consisting of a parahoric filtration 
subgroup Jk and an irreducible representation Q of Jk, trivial on Jk + , , and 
satisfying one of the following criteria: 
(a) If k = 0, then Q is a cuspidal representation; 
(b) If k > 0, then Q = 52, for some nondegenerate coset x of CPk+ ’ 
in Pek. 
THEOREM 1.1. Given any irreducible admissible representation (71, V) of 
G = GL,(F), there is a minimal K-type (Jk, 52) such that the restriction of 7~ 
to Jk contains Q. 
In [HMl], isomorphisms were exhibited between the Hecke algebra 
S(G/lJ,, Q) and the Iwahori algebra X(G’//B’, l), where G’ is GL,(E) for 
some extension E of F, and B’ is an Iwahori subgroup of G’. Similar 
isomorphisms were exhibited also in the case (Jk, Q,) when the period of 
64 is one. 
The general scheme of the results formulated and proved in the next four 
sections is to generalize the constructions of [HMl] to general minimal 
K-types. For most minimal K-types (Jk, Q), we construct 
(i) a group J$’ Jk 
(ii) a representation D of J whose restriction to Jk iS a Idtipk of Q 
(iii) a group G’ c G = GL,(F). 
The group G’ is a product G’ = n, GL,,(E,), where the E,‘s are field exten- 
sions of F, depending on (Jk, Q), and n = C, n,[E,: F]. The construction 
of the group J is such that the intersection J n G’ is equal to J’ = Ji n G’. 
Once we have constructed the triple (G’, J, a) we will prove two important 
results. Let 52’ denote the restriction of Sz to J’, then 
(i) any irreducible representation (rc, V) of G which contains (Ji, 52) 
also contains (J, a) and 
(ii) the Hecke algebra *(G//J, 0) is isomorphic to the Hecke algebra 
A?(G’//J’, a’) by a very natural isomophism 4. 
The isomorphism q will preserve both the natural L*-structures on the 
two Hecke algebras and the supports of the two algebras in a very 
straightforward way. This will be made more specific later. 
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With these goals in mind, we begin the construction of the triple 
(G’, J, a) by refining Theorem 1.1. 
The lattice flag 64 can be picked so that k and m are relatively prime. 
Consider the IF,-linear map xm: V, -+ V,. Let f,.(t) be the characteristic 
polynomial of xm. Note that, by the minimal K-type property, 
f,(t) f t d’m(“‘r). We can decompose V, into V,,,@ P’,, with xm invertible 
(resp. nilpotent) on V,, (resp. V,,). The map x: I/, + V,~. k takes V,, (resp. 
V,.) onto V,+ k,s (resp. into V,-. k,n). We distinguish two cases: 
Separated Case. There are an r and a factorization 
f,(t) = a,(t)b,(t) (1.5) 
of fr(t) into relatively prime polynomials of positive degree in F,[t]. Let 
a = deg(a(t)) and b = deg(b(t)). 
Pure Case. Each f,(t) is the power of an irreducible polynomial. 
Define a minimal K-type (Jk, Q) to be separated if either 
(i) k 3 1 and (Jk, Q) is separated, or 
(ii) k = 0 and 52, as a representation of J,/J, z n, 4/Gm GLJIF,), is 
equal to @ 1 <,Crn K~, with ~~ g ~~ for some i andj. 
In the separated case fix some r satisfying (1.5) and let 
vr = vr.00 V&b (1.6) 
be the decomposition of V, determined by (1.5). For the other spaces V,, 
we can find factorizations f,,,(t) = a,( t)b,(t) into relatively prime poly- 
nomials and decompose V, into I’,...@ Vu,,h, so that the image of V,,, 
(resp. V.r,b ) under x is in V,s ~ k,u (resp. VA+k,6) for all s mod m. Define 
vu= 0 v.y,,, vll= CD v,,tJ. (1.7) 
F c 
Both V, and V, are invariant under x. 
2. STATEMENT FOR SEPARATED MINIMAL K-TYPES 
Assume x is separated. Let {e,,+} (resp. {e,Y, b.}) be an if,-basis for V,7,, 
(resp. Vs,b). Pick elements e, LI u (resp. {e,,,,}) in V so that for 
’ ’ O<r<(m-1) we have 
L,=R-spanof {We,s,.,,,oe,s,,,,.IObsd(r-l)} 
u {e.,,,,, e.,b,,. I rdsd(m- l)}. 
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Recall that V is the space of column vectors. For convenience, we can and 
will view the basis {es,a,u, es,b,v} as the standard basis {eil 1 d i < n f of V, 
i.e., 
ier,a,uF er.b,o }= {eiIdim(VO)+ ... +dim(V,-,) 
+ 1 gi<dim(V,,)+ ... +dim(V,)}. 
Let Va (resp. VB) be the subspace of V spanned by (e,,.(s, a) (resp. 
(es,b,uih 0)). We have 
v= v, 0 v,. (2.1) 
Let 
a = End V = M,(F) 
G’ = GL( J’J x GL( VG) c G = GL,(F) 
9’ = End I’- 0 End Vd c M,(F) 
% ‘I = Hom( I’_, V,) 0 Hom( V,, VJ c M,(F). 
(2.2) 
Observe that 
x n q’ is not empty (2.3) 
and 
9 = a’@ $3”. (2.4) 
Let y, z be either CC or 8. In terms of matrices, Hom( VP, V,) is the vector 
space of matrices { (a, ,) 1 a, u = 0 unless u E z and o E v}. By matrix multi- 
plication in M,(F) the vector spaces Hom( V,, Vb) and Hom( V6, V,) are 
both left and right q’-modules. The left (resp. right) action of End( V,) 
(resp. End( V,)) on Hom(Va, V4) is the zero action. Similarly, the left 
(resp. right) action of End(V,) (resp. End(V,)) on Hom(V,, V,) is the 
zero action. 
The decomposition (2.1) yields a decomposition of the lattice flag ?Z and 
the powers B” of the radical 9. Indeed, for L, E 2 and y E {m, J}, let 
LY, = L, n V,. Then 
L,=L;@Lf. (2.5) 
Similarly, the decomposition (2.4) induces a decomposition of W’. Set 
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For ease of notation, write P’“, and 9’; for 9@:,, and P;,B, respectively. 
Then 
Let J,, = J(9) be the parahoric subgroup associated to 9, and let J, 
denote a filtration subgroup of J,,. The group Jb = J,, n G’ is a parahoric 
subgroup of G’. Let 1 denote the identity n x n matrix. For y, z equal to a 
or 6, and u 2 1, set 
(Ju)yJ= 1 +q,,= (1 +xlxEq,}. (2.8) 
These sets are in fact subgroups and under group multiplication, 
Ju = n (Ju),.. (2.9) 
Y, 2 
Here, the product can be taken in any order. The group (J,)’ = J, n G’ is 
the product of (J,), and (JU)e. 
Write k as k= im -j (O<j<m). The character Q, is trivial on (Jk)a,d 
and (JkL,e. We define a group J in analogy with the group J of chapter 
2 in [HMl]. We consider two cases depending on the parity of k. Let c be 
the greatest integer < (k + 1)/2. Set 
k=2c-1 
k=2c 
(2.10) 
In both cases, if we let 
then 
J= 1 +f= (1 +xlx~$}. (2.12) 
Observe that 
Jn G’= (Jk)‘. (2.13) 
Let J’ = (Jk)‘. The character a, can be extended to J by letting it be trivial 
on (JCL,, and (Jc),,a when k = 2c - 1, and trivial on (J,, i)=,& and (J,),,a 
when k = 2c. For convenience, let Q, also denote the extended character. 
Let & be the restriction of Sz, to J’. 
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We are now ready to formulate an analogue of Theorem 4.1 in Chap. 2 
of [HMl]. For g E G, denote by f, the element of #(G//J, Q,) which has 
support JgJ and f,(g) = 1 provided such an element exists. Let 
supp %(G//J, Q,) = {g E G If, exists}. 
Define similar notions for G’. Given a Haar measure on G or G’ and a 
compact open subset X in G or G’, let vol(X) denote the Haar measure 
of x. 
THEOREM 2.1. Normalize Haar measures on G and G’ so that J and J’ 
have volume 1. The map n: S(G’//J’, a:.) -+ S’(G//J, Q,) defined by 
n( f ;,) = { vol( J’g’J’)/vol( Jg’J)} I’* f,, g’ E supp X(G’//J’, C&s), 
is an isomorphism of algebras and an isometry of L2-spaces. 
As a complement o Theorem 2.1 we have the very important 
THEOREM 2.2. Any representation of GL,(F) which contains Q, when 
restricted to Jk also contains 0, restricted to J. 
The proof of Theorem 2.1 is given in the next section. The proof of 
Theorem 2.2 will follow from Lemma 3.2. 
Suppose the minimal K-type is separated. Consider first the case 
f,(t)=a,(t)b,(t), where b,(t) is a power of t. Let V= VO@V, be an 
associated decomposition of V. By Theorem 2.2, any representation of 
G = GL,(F) which contains (Jkr Q,) also contains (J, a,); hence, to classify 
the representations of G which contains (Jk, Q,), it suffices to classify those 
representations containing (J, 52,). Let 52; and Sz: denote the restriction of 
52, to GQ = GL( VO) and G, = GL( V,), respectively. By Theorem 2.1, 
WWJ, %)gWG’//J’> Q,)=WG<z//(J,)cz, Q;)@~(G,//(J,),, Qf). 
Any representation of G, which contains Qf will contain a minimal K-type 
(J:I,, Q) with i”/m” <k/m. Let 
a(t) =a,(t)“az(t)‘2 . ..a.(t)‘e gcd(a,(t), a,(t)) = 1 (u #VI (2.14) 
be the prime factorization of a(t). By an obvious induction, Theorem 2.1 
allows us to write S(Ga//(Jk),, Q;) as a tensor product 
(2.15) 
where V_ = 0, V,] is the obvious decomposition of V/, corresponding to 
(2.14) and G,, (Jk),>, and Q,, have the obvious meaning. Thus, if we assume 
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all possible simplification available from Theorem 2.1, and the existence of 
minimal K-types, we are reduced to the case where fr( t) is a power of an 
irreducible polynomial, i.e., the pure minimal K-type case. The hereditary 
order associated to 5Z is then a principal hereditary order. For conceptual 
reasons, it is also convenient to define the minimal K-types (J,, Q), where 
Jo/J, 2 fl GLK,) 
and 
arK@K@ ... OK, IC a cuspidal presentation of GL,( [F,), 
as pure minimal K-types. We treat pure minimal K-types in Section 4. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1 
In order to prove Theorem 2.1 we begin by establishing some lemmas. 
The decompositions in (2.7) yield decompositions of P‘/P”’ ‘, 
(P)‘/(P”)‘, and (P’)‘/(Putl)‘. We have 
p/p+ ’ = (P)‘/(P”)‘@ (P)‘/(yP”+l)L, 
(,“)‘/(~u+1)‘=~:/,~~+109yP~+1, and 
(~“)‘/(@“+l)l =~:,,/~“,~‘o~;,,/~;.:,‘. 
For XEX, let ad(x) be the adjoint map 
(3.1) 
ad(x)(y) = XY -Y-T YEa. (3.2) 
Recall that k = im -j (0 <j< m). It is obvious that ad(x) maps P” to 
PPk. The map ad(x) induces a quotient map 
ad(x): @“/~utl -+LP-~/~~-~+’ (3.3) 
which is independent of the representative x. Moreover, by (2.4), ad(x) 
maps (P)‘/(P”“)’ to (PuPk)‘/(PPk-‘) and (P”)‘/(P+‘)’ to 
(pu-k)L/(p-k+l)l. 
LEMMA 3.1. For all u, 
ad(x): (P’)‘/(P+ ‘)l+ (PU-k)‘/(P--k+ l)’ 
is an isomorphism. 
Proof: Let f(t) = a( t)b(t) be as in (1.5). For u an arbitrary integer, we 
have 09” = 9” + m. In particular, under multiplication by 0, we can iden- 
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tify P’/P+l with P’+m/P’+m+l. We can also identify (9@“)‘/(P”+l)’ 
with (P” + “)‘/(P “+m+l)’ and (P”)‘/(P”+l)’ with (P”+m)‘/(&P”+m+l)‘. 
The quotients are of course finite groups. Since gcd(k, m) = 1, if ad(x) is 
injective for all U, then, by the finiteness just mentioned, ad(x) must be an 
isomorphism for all U. Thus, we need to show ad(x) is injective for all U. 
To do this, suppose y’ E (9”)’ and ad(x)(y) = 0 mod (P--kfl)‘, i.e., 
XYi =yix mod pupk+’ for XEX. (3.4) 
This means x”yi = yixm mod PPmk + ‘, so that yi mod P’+ ’ lies in the 
kernel of the map 
ad(xm+~-mk+l): (g)u)l/(@a+l)l ~ (~u-mk+1)I/(~u-mk+l)I~ 
(3.5) 
The coset xm =xm + Pernk+i t PMmk depends only on x. If we had 
selected x to be in a’, then the characteristic polynomial of xm would be a 
product of the characteristic polynomials of the restriction of xm to F’_ and 
VR. Let A(t) (resp. B(t)) be the characteristic polynomial of the restriction 
of Okxm to Va (resp. I’,). Since A(t) and B(t) are relatively prime mod p, 
(3.5) must be injective and so yl = 0 mod P+ ‘. Thus, ad(x) is injective 
for all u and the lemma is proved. m 
Let Ad denote the adjoint action of G on 9. The next result is the 
analogue of Lemma 4.3 in Chap. 2 of [ HMl 1. 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose y is a representative of x such that y lies in 
a’ mod B”- k for some integer u > 1. Then y is conjugate by J, to an element 
of a’. 
Proof: We shall show y is J,-conjugate to an element of 
qc’ mod P”-‘+ ‘. Write y as 
Y=Yl+YL (y, E (P-“)‘, yL E (P-“)‘). 
By Lemma 3.1, there exists z’ E (P)’ so that ad(x)(z’)= 
yi mod PuPk+ ‘. Then 
(Ad(1 +z’))(y)=(l +zl)y(l +zi)-’ 
=y-ad(x)(z’)modP-kfl 
= y, mod P-‘+l. 
By induction, there are a convergent sequence y, -+ y’ of elements in 9’ and 
a convergent sequence g, -+g of elements in J, such that 
Ad(g,)(y)=y,modPPk+” for w>v. 
Hence, Ad(g)(y) = y’. 
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Let 9 be as in (2.11) and let 
%*= (vEGItr(y~)c~}=~~k+lO~~~+CO~,~+l. (3.6) 
In the notation of [HM2], a coset z=z+ d* of $j* in Bek determines 
a character $, of J trivial on J,, 1 by the formula 
$A 1 + Y) = x(tr(z’yN (YE$, z’Ez+.y*). 
Pick x E x n a’. Then Sz, = $,. Lemma 3.2 tells us that any character II/ of 
J which restricts to QX on J’ is conjuate to 52,. This, in particular, implies 
Theorem 2.2. 
Remark 3.3. Inspection of the proof of Lemma 3.2 shows that any 
x’ E x + $Z* is J-conjugate to an element of (x + f*) n a’. 
The next lemma, the analogue of Lemma 3.1 in Chap. 2 of [HMl], gives 
a criterion for g E G to lie in supp S’(G//J, Q,,). 
LEMMA 3.4. An element g E G lies in supp #(G//J, l2,) if and only if the 
intersection 
Ad g(x+Y*)nx+Y* 
is nonemp ty. 
ProoJ: By the intertwining principle, g lies in supp #‘(G//J, Q,) if and 
only if l2,(g-‘kg) = a,(k) for all k in gJg-’ n J. This is equivalent to 
x(tr(x’y)) = #(x’g-‘yg)) (x’Ex+%*, YEgdg-‘n/), 
i.e., X(tr((x’-gx’g-‘) y))= 1 for all y~gyg-‘uy. This last assertion is 
true precisely when 
(x’-gx’g-‘)Eg$*g-‘+$*, 
i.e., when Adg(x+%*)nx+y* is nonempty. 1 
LEMMA 3.5. supp S’( G//J, Q,) c JG’J. 
Proof: By Lemma 3.4, if g lies in supp rEP(G/,,J, a,), then there exist 
xi, x,Ex+$*, such that Ad(g)(x,) =x2. By Remark 3.3, we can find 
x;,x;~a’and kl,k,EJsuch that 
x, = A&%)(x:) (s = 1, 2), 
whence the element g’ = k; I gk, conjugates x’, to xi. This means g’ 
conjugates z1 =8(x;)” to z2=djk(x;)“‘. We argue as in the proof of 
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Lemma 3.1. Let A,(t) and B,(r) (s= 1,2) be the characteristic polynomials 
of the restrictions of z2 to V_ and V,, respectively. The four polynomials 
lie in R[t] and A,(t)=A,(t) mod b;, while B,(t)=B,(r) modb. This 
means A,(t) = Al(t), B,(t) = B,(t), and gcd(A,(t), B,(t)) = 1. Hence g’E G’ 
and so g=k,g’k;‘eJG’J. h 
Let g’ E G’. Our next goal is to compute vol(Jg’J), vol(J’g’J) and to 
show Jg’Jn G’ = J’g’J’. To do this we need to introduce some notation. 
Denote by N the algebraic subgroup of monomial matrices in the algebraic 
group GL,. Let 
N = N(F) = group of monomial matrices in G 
N’= NnG’ 
N(R) = N(R) 
N(R)’ = N(R) n G’. 
Let 5$n be the lattice flag of period n defined by 
L,=R-span(ckIj<i}u {e,Ii<j} (O<i<n). 
(3.7) 
The parahoric subgroup B= J(L&) is an Iwahori subgroup of G. In matrix 
terms, B is the subgroup of those matrices in G&(R) which are upper 
triangular mod #z. The group B’ = Bn G’ is an Iwahori subgroup G’. The 
Bruhat decomposition [BT] for G says 
G = BNB. (3.8) 
Furthermore, if w, and w2 are in N and Bw,B= Bw2B, then wi = w2 
mod N(R). Similar assertions hold with G, N, and B replaced by G’, N’, 
and B’. Write an element g’ E G’ as 
g’ = 6; w’b; with b;, 6; E B’ and w’ E N’. (3.9) 
Recall that JO = J(9) (resp. Jb = J,, n G’) is a parahoric subgroup of G 
(resp. G’). Clearly, Jb XJ B’. In particular, B’ normalizes the filtration sub- 
group Jr. This, in conjunction with 
Ad(G’)(Hom( V_ , V,)) = Hom( Vn, V,) 
Ad(G’)(Hom(V,, v,)) = Hom(V,, v,), 
(3.10) 
tells us J is normalized by B’. Therefore 
Jg’J= Jb; w’b;J= 6; Jw’Jb;. (3.11) 
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The analogue for J’, i.e., J’g’J’ = b; J’w’J’b;, is obvious since J’ = J;. In 
order to formulate some results on Jw’J, we need to introduce some more 
notation. If 1 < a, b < n, let Ea,b be the matrix whose (u, U) coordinate is 
~,,U~b,“Y where 6 is the Kronecker delta. For 1 < U, v <n, let 
Ru,,= (1 +x~%,Ix~~) and J,, = R,, n J. (3.12) 
If u # v, then R,, is a root group (see [BT] ) of G&(F). In all cases, J,, 
is a subgroup of J, and there is an integer k(u, u) B 1 such that 
J,,= (1 +xE,,,~x~@(~~“)}. (3.13) 
We have 
J= n Jw (3.14) 
U,” 
Here, as in (2.9), the product can be taken in any order. If w E N, then 
wR,,,wpl (resp. w-l R,,,w) is equal to some R,,,,. (resp. R,.,,.). Further- 
more, there is an integer k,(u, v) such that 
wJ,,,w-‘= { 1 + xE,r,,r 1 x E ~kW(u~“)}. (3.15) 
Let a, b E {CL, 8 }. If w E N’ and (u, v) E a x b, then (u’, v’) E a x b. Let 
e(w;u,v)=k(u’,u’)-k,(u,u)= -qw-l;u’,v’) 
S(-)=S(w, -)={(~,u)~w-~J~,~w=)J,~~,.~.} 
={(U,V)(e(w-‘;u,v)>O} 
S(O)=(W,O)={(U,U)~WJ,,~W-~=J~~,~~} 
= ((24, v)ld(w;u, u)=Of 
S(+)=S(w, +)={(~,u)(wJu,,w~~~Ju,,“,} 
= {(u, v)le(w;u, u)>O). 
(3.16) 
We have 
481/131/2-3 
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J”= n Jr,,, 
(U,U)ES(S) 
(J”)’ = J” n G’ (3.17) 
(J”),,6 = J”n { 1 + Hom( V,, V,)}. 
The group J” is equal to the product of the groups (J”)‘, (JS),,n, and 
(J”)e,,. A sharp form of the Bruhat decomposition [BT] is then 
LEMMA 3.6. For w E N’, the double coset JwJ has a unique decomposition 
JwJ= J-wJ’J+. 
Also 
J=J~{wJ”w~l}{JnwJ+w~‘}={Jn~-lJ-~}JoJ+, 
where the products may be taken in any order. 
Proof See [BT]. 1 
Combining the Bruhat decomposition and (3.9), we get 
LEMMA 3.7. For g’ E G’, Jg’Jn G’ = J’g’J’. 
For (a, b) equal to (a, 5) or (5, a), let 
S(w,a,b;s)={(u,u)IuEa,vEband(u,v)ES(s)} 
d(w; a, b, s) = c Qw; u, VI (s E (0, 
(u,u)E.vw,a,b;s) 
S(w, a, b; - ) = { ( u”, u”) I u E a, v E b and (u, u) E S( - 
(SE (03 + 1, 
+>I 
(3.18) 
11 
d( w; a, b; - ) = c 
(U,V)E S(w, (I, b; ~) 
Then, by the Bruhat decomposition, 
log,(vol( JwJ)/vol( J’wJ’)) = c 4w; u, u) 
(U,V)E S(w,e,d: + )” S(w, 6.a; + ) 
=d(w;lz,5; +)+d(w;5,Kz; +) 
=d(w;xz,5; -)+d(w;5,a; -). (3.19) 
We are now ready to prove Theorem 2.1. The proof is analogous to the 
proof of Theorem 4.1 in Chap. 2 of [ HM 11. 
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Proof of Theorem 2.1. Abbreviate 
WWJ, Q,) = s and c%( G’//J’, Q;) = ti’. 
By Lemma 3.7, the map YZ is defined, i.e., f,, is defined, whenever fir is 
defined, and is injective. Further, by Lemma 3.5 the map q is surjective. 
Hence, to prove Theorem 2.1, we must verify that rl is an algebra 
homomorphism and that r] is an isometry of L2-spaces. Moreover, for f in 
2& or S’, if we set 
f*(g) =frn, (3.20) 
where ~ means complex conjugation, then the L*-norm off is equal to 
(f*f*Nl). (3.21) 
Here * means convolution product. We conclude that if rl is an algebra 
homomorphism, then it is automatically an L2-isometry. Hence, to prove 
Theorem 2.1, we must prove q is an algebra homomorphism. 
Decompose an element g’ E G’ as 
g’= (g,, 8,) g,EGL(Va) a~ {cz-, 4. 
For a equal to CC to 8, let L; be as in (2.5). Let G’+ be the set of g’E G’ 
such that, for some integer U, we have 
gnLzcL:+. and g,LE = LE, u for all v. 
The set G’ + is a semigroup inside G’. Consider the element g, E G’, 
go = wlza, Ze), 
where Za, I, are the identity endomorphisms of Va and V,, respectively. 
Observe that 
(a) g;‘EG’+ 
(b) ifg’EG’, theng;“g’EG’+ for m sufficiently large 
(cl go E suPP JV’ and fk, + fbS =f&. =fb, *f&. (3.22) 
It follows that {f;) lg’ E G’+ n supp sV} and f Lo generate X. Whence, to 
show v is an algebra homomorphism, it suffices to show 
(a) vl(f;,) * vl(fkm)= v(f;, *f;-) for g’, g” E G’ + n supp rEp’ 
(3.23) 
(b) rl(f ;o, * v(f$) = rl(f ;,,g,, g’ E G’ n supp S’. 
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To show (3.23a), we need to first make a few observations and define some 
notation. Note that if g’ E G’+, then 
AW)((Jd,J = (J&a and Adk- %(Jd,,J c (Jda,R (3.24) 
for all k > 1. This means, in the Bruhat decomposition of Jg’J, 
J- {w -‘J’w} 3 J,+ I) J- and J’J’ 3 Ja, 3 J+. 
Thus 
Jg’J = J,, a J’g’J’J-,, and 
WJg’J) = # {J~,al(Jd,e n A4g’)(J,a))) MJ’g’J’). (3.25) 
Here, # means the number of elements. Let dT denote Haar measure on 
Hom( V,, V,), and let 6,(g’) be the modular function 
d(Ad(g’)T)=h,(g’)dT. 
Then # IJB,el(Je,, n A4g’)(J,,a))) = Ug’)-‘. Thus 
vol( Jg’J) = 6,( g’) - ’ vol(J’g’J’) g’E G’+. (3.26) 
Let Sz (resp. Q’) be the measure on G (resp. G’) with support J (resp. J’) 
and which is equal to 52, (resp. Q:) times Haar measure on J (resp. J’). Let 
l,,d (resp. lB+) be the mass one Haar measure on J,,, (resp. Jd,a). These 
two measures, as well as Q’, can be regarded as measures on G. Under 
convolution product, we have 
Q=sz’* l,,* l,&. (3.27) 
The convolution can be taken in any order. 
For g E G, let 6, be the Dirac point mass at g. Recall that 
0*6,*Q= 
vol(JgJ)-‘f, if g E supp S, 
0 if g#suppS. 
(3.28) 
A similar formula of course also holds for G’. If g’ # supp Z’, we can view 
fbs as a measure on G and then (3.28) says 
f&01( Jg’J) = Sz * f ;, * Q/vol( J’,‘,‘). (3.29) 
Combining (3.26) and (3.29) gives 
f,&=&(g’)-‘Q*f;~*SZ for g’ E G’ + n supp W. (3.30) 
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We are now ready to prove (3.23a). If g’, g” E G’+ n supp S’, then 
(52 * 6,. * l-2) * (sz * 6,. * 9) 
= !2 * 6,. * sz * s,.. * i-2 
=f2 * 6,. * l,,& * 52’ * l,& * 6,.. * 52 
=Q * Ad(g’)l,_ * 6,. * Q’ * a,., * Ad(g”-‘)l_,, * 52 
= 52 * S,! * a, * s,.. * s2 
= 52 * ((a’ * s,> * Q’) * (Q’ * 6,. * Q’)) * l2. 
Whence, combining (3.26), (3.28)-(3.30) with the multiplicative property of 
S,, we have 
f,< *j-gt’=sp(g’g”)-lo * (f;! *&) * D 
By (3.26) 
(g’, g” E G’ + n supp Z’). 
(3.31) 
ljqf;>)=sp(g’)-1’2Q *& * i-2. (3.32) 
Also, since G’+ is a semigroup containing J’, supp(& *fb,,) c G’+, and so 
q(j$ *f;~~)=sp(g’g”)y252 * (j-b, *&) * Q. (3.33) 
Relation (3.23a) now follows from (3.31)-(3.33). 
We now prove (3.23b). As in (3.9), write g’ = kwk’, with k, k’ E B’ and 
w E N’. Recall that g’ determines a decomposition of J as 
J=J-{wJ”wp’}{JnwJ+w-‘}. 
This decomposition gives an obvious decomposition of the measure l,+ as 
a product 
1 8. a = le,, * 1;,, * 1;,. 
The measure lga is mass one measure on (J),a n w(J+ )e,, w-l. We have 
(f2*s,,*Q)*(Q*s,~*Q) 
= a * s,, * m * 6,. * Q 
= 52 * s,, * l& * Q’ * l,+ * 6,. * Q 
=a*s,,*1,,_*s,.*n 
=Q*S,,* I,_* 1;,,* l&*&,*52 
= 52 * s,,, * le,, * 6,,, * n 
= a * s,,, * Ad( g,k) 1 R,~ * 6,,, * Q 
(3.34) 
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In the notation of (2.10) the index z in the last term runs over 
H=(J,nJ-)e,,l(J,+m(r)nJ-)b,a, 
and 
fip = #(H)=q#‘%“.“.b,~ (3.35) 
By the Bruhat decomposition, (Ad( g&)(z)) g, g’ lies in supp s+V only when 
z lies in (J,+,,,,nJ-),a. Thus, 
fgo *& = vol(Jg,J) vol(Jg’J) vol(Jg,g’J)-’ /?rl&#& (3.36) 
By a similar calculation, 
f,, *fgo = vol(Jg,J) vol(Jg’J) vol(Jg,g’J)-‘BT’f,,,,, 
where b+ =q#W%&~.+). However, it follows from (3.22) that f,, and fgO 
commute. Hence, 
#S(w, e, a, +)= #S(w, a, e, -) if g’ E G’ n supp S”. (3.37) 
As in the proof of Theorem 4.1 in Chap. 2 of [HMl], to show (3.23b) we 
need only compute the various volumes in (3.36). By (3.19) 
log,(vol(JgJ)) = dim Hom( VB, I’,). (3.38) 
Since 
0 
kgow(% 0) = kiu, 0) + - 1 
1 
we have 
i 
0 
qg,w; u, 0) = qw; 24, 0) + 1 
-1 
Hence, by formula (3.19), 
log,(vol(Jg,wJ)/vol(J’wJ’)) = 
if (u,v)EaXaU&X& 
if (24, U)EaX8 
if (u,u)EbXa, 
if (u,U)EaXaUdXd 
if (u, u) E a X 8 
if (u,U)EdXa. 
c qw, u, 0) 
(u,u)~S(w,a,e; +)uS(w,d,a;+) 
+#S(W,a,e;O)+#S(W,a,d;+)-#S(W,b,a;+). 
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BY (3.37), 
log,(vol(Jg,wJ)/vol(JwJ)) 
= #S(w, a-, b;O)+ fS(w, a, e; +)- #S(w, a,e; -) 
=dim Hom(V,, Va)-2#S(w, a, 8; -). (3.39) 
Combining (3.36)-(3.39), we obtain (3.23b). This completes the proof of 
Theorem 2.1. 1 
4. PURE MINIMAL K-TYPES 
Consider the situation when all possible reductions available from 
Theorem 2.1, and the existence of minimal K-types have been realized. This 
means, as remarked at the end of Section 2, that we are in the setting (2.15) 
of pure minimal K-types. We now take up the task of describing the 
representations of G&,(F) which contain a pure minimal K-type (Jk, Q,). 
Let & = W(s) be the principal hereditary order associated to 2. Since d 
and m are relatively prime, the characteristic polynomial f,.(t) of xm on I’, 
is independent of r. Let 
a(t) an irreducible polynomial in lF,[t] 
be the characteristic polynomial of xm on V,. Let a = deg(a(t)). Then 
n = man’, and each V, has dimension an’ over [F,. This is very similar to the 
situation in Chap. 3 of [HMl 1. Indeed, Chap. 3 of [HM 1 ] treats precisely 
the case where 64 has period one. 
Our goal is to formulate and prove a single result analogous to both 
Theorem 2.1 in Section 2 of this paper and Theorem 1.1 in Chap. 3 of 
[HMl ] for general 2. To this end, we would like to find an analogue of 
Lemma 3.1. For a matrix g E M,(F) let 
g = (4”) l<u,v<m (4.1) 
be the decomposition of g into block matrices B,, of size (an’) x (an’). For 
U, u arbitrary integers, set 
h(u,u)= ‘: 
{ 
if o-u20 
if v - u < 0’ 
In terms of (4.1) and (4.2), we have 
92 = {g E M,(F) 1 B,, E c~~(~*“)M,,,@)}. 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
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Write k as k=im-j (O<j<m), so that &‘x is a coset of Pj+i in Bj. 
Each coset of Bj+ i in 8’ has a representative g = (B,,) as in (4.1) 
with B,, =0 (u-u#jmodm), B,,u+j EM,,(R) (1 <u<(m-j)), and 
B u,u+l--m E&M,(R) ((m -j) < u < m). Conjugation by an element of Q, 
allows us to assume O-‘x has a representative g= (B,,,) with 
B u,u+j=Za,,(l<ud <(m-j)); B,.+j~,=oZ,,,((m-j)<u~(m-l)); 
B,,, = wT(x), 
where T(x) mod b has characteristic polynomial a(t)“‘. In addition to the 
decomposition (4.1), let 
g = (C,“) l<u,v<mn’ 
be the decomposition of g into a x a matrices. In analogy with Section 1 in 
Chap 3 of [HMl], we shall find it convenient to consider the principal 
hereditary order 
La= (gEM,(F)(C,,“Eoh(U.“)M,(R)). (4.4) 
Let 9 (resp. 9) denote the topological radical of W (resp. W). We have 
8”=OB and gm*’ = o&q. (4.5) 
To recall our notation, Jo is the parahoric subgroup Wx of units in 9. 
A filtration subgroup of Jo is denoted by J,. In particular, the minimal 
K-type subgroup Jk is a filtration subgroup of J,,. Denote by Q,, the 
parahoric subgroup W x, and let Q, be a filtration subgroup of Qe. It is 
easy to see that 
J Cl+1 c Q,,, + I c Qn,, c Jw (4.6) 
In particular, for u 2 1, J,, is a normal subgroup of Q,,. Let 
T(x)=S+ii (4.7) 
be the Jordan decomposition of T(x) into its semisimple and nilpotent 
parts. We may, by conjugating by an element of Jo, assume T(x) is a block 
upper triangular matrix. This means the restriction of a, to QnPk is inde- 
pendent of the nilpotent part ii of T(x); i.e., if x” =x” + @-‘+I is another 
coset of @-‘+I in 9’-k such that T(x”) = 8” + ii” and s = S”, then 
c-2, = a,.. On Qn,k, 
If xEx and we set 
(4.8) 
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then s is a coset of Q--n’k+ ‘ in Q-“‘k depending only on x, and Sz, = 52, on 
Qnck. To avoid any possible confusion of 5 with s, observe that S is an 
element in M,,,([Fq), while the s is a set of elements in M,(F). The Hecke 
algebra *(G//&k, Sz,) contains the algebra X(G//J,, Sz,). We shall find 
it easier to formulate our results in terms of the Hecke algebra 
~(G//Q,,k> a,). 
Let A be an a x a matrix with characteristic polynomial a(t). We can 
assume, by conjugation with an element in Q0 if necessary, that S has the 
block form 
s = (C,“), 1 <u, v6n’ 
where S,, is an a x a matrix equal to zero if u # u and equal to A if u = u. 
We can choose an element A in M,(R) which reduces to A mod p and 
which generates an unramilied extension E = F[A] c M,(F) of F of degree 
a. Recall that i is defined by k = im -j (0 <j < m). We can use A and i to 
specify a certain element of s. For 1 < U, u < mn’, let x,,, be the CI x a matrix 
0 if v - u # jn’ mod mn’ 
X U,” = Co 
- --i+h(u,v)~ 
a if u-u=jn’modmn’ and ud(m- 1)n’ (4.9) 
w -if1 A if v - u = jn’ mod mn’ and (m- l)n’<u. 
Then the block matrix x = (x,,) lies in s. Let 
a=(y,.J (4.10) 
be the (am) x (am) matrix, where y,, is defined exactly as in (4.9), but with 
jn’, mn’, and (m - 1)n’ replaced by j, m, and (m - I), respectively. Clearly 
the matrix x is conjugate to the matrix given in n’ x n’ blocks 
[ 
a 0 0 
0 a 0 
0 0 a 
Y= . . . 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
” 0 0 0 
. . 0 0 0 
. . 0 0 0 
. . . . 
. . a 0 0 
.. 0 a 0 
.. 0 0 a I. 
(4.11) 
We shall find it convenient to use y instead of x. Indeed, the element y is 
analogous to the element s in Chap. 3, Section 1 of [HMl]. To specify the 
matrix which conjugates x to y, let S be the n x n permutation matrix 
s = (SU,“) l<u<n’, l<v<m (4.12) 
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where S,, is the m x n’ matrix 
S,” = (~“,d~,,dL) 1 <u’<m, 1 <u’<n’. 
Then y= &S-i. Instead of using s, 9, 9, etc. we use SsS’, SS9S’, 
S%tt’, etc., and to ease notation, we relabel these conjugated objects with 
the old notation s, 99, 9, etc. We give a matrix interpretation of the 
principal order 99’. Let B be the principal order in M,,(F) given by 
~={(a~,,)~l~u,udmanda~,,~O~~~~“~M~(~)}. (4.13) 
The radical of 9# is 
J!= {(a,,)1 1 <u, udm and ~,,EO~(~,“-‘)M,(R)}, 
and c&J = 9”. 
Then 
&9 = {(a,,) I 1 < U, u <n’ and a,, E 9”@‘,“)} and 
%= ((aU,,)l 1 du, u~n’anda,,~~~(~~~~~)}. 
Observe that c1 E d Pk. We introduce some notation related to 9 and a 
which we used later. Recall that gcd(k, m) = 1. Let f, g be integers so that 
fm-gk= 1, and set 
T=dO+Ei?. (4.15) 
Then, for an arbitrary integer z, 
If we write z = (au,“), with 1 d U, u <m and au,” an ax a matrix, then 
a. =0 if u-u#l modm, au,” is a &(‘3”) times a power of A for u - u = 1 
mid m. Let T’ be the n x n matrix 
7’ = (b,“) 1 < u, 0 < ti, (4.16) 
where b,, is the (mu) x (mu) matrix 
if u-u# 1 modn’ 
if u=u+landl<u<n’ 
if (u, u) = (m, 1). 
Then 9’ = z”W for all z. 
As already asserted, we would like to formulate an analogue of 
Theorems 2.1 and 1.1 of Chap. 3 in [HMl 1. To do this, we need to define 
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a group analogous to the group G’ in Section 3 and G’ of Chap. 3 in 
[HMl]. Furthermore, we would like a “perpendicular direction” to the Lie 
algebra of G’ so that a result analogous to Lemma 3.1 holds. We shall not 
be able to do this in all cases. To specify when we can, let a be as in (4.10) 
and let E' = E[u] c M,(E) c M,(M,(F)) = M,,(F). Observe that E' is a 
totally ramified field over E with [E': E] = tn. The held E' is analogous to 
the field F' in Chap. 3, Section 1 of [HMl]. We have set up things so that 
M,( E') c MJM,(M,( F))) = M,(F) is the obvious inclusion. The ring of 
integers R' of E' is equal to 
R'=E'nBl. (4.17) 
The element z is a prime element in the prime ideal p’ c R'. Set 
G'= G n M,.(E')= GL,.(E') 
cB'=@ n M,.(E') 
2?'=2? n M,.(E') 
Q:=G'nQ,,. 
(4.18) 
The group Qb c GL,.(R') is an Iwahori subgroup of G’. It consists of those 
matrices in GL,.(R') which are upper triangular mod b’. 
Let El (resp. E"-(E)) denote the orthogonal complement of E (resp. E') 
in M,(F) (resp. M,(E)) with respect o the bilinear form 
0, z> = trbz) Y, z E M,(F) 
(rev. (Y, z),=tr(yz) Y, z E M,(E)). 
(4.19) 
We have 
M,(F)=E@E'. (4.20) 
In order that 
M,(E)= E'@E'-), (4.21) 
we must assume E' is a separable extension of E. Assume this. Let trEIF 
denote the trace map from E to F. Then the F-bilinear form 
(~5 z)p=tfEIF((.t5 z)d Y, z E M,(E) = M,,(F) (4.22) 
is just the trace of the product of y and z viewed as matrices in M,,(F). 
Let E" be the orthogonal complement of E' in M,,(F) with respect to 
< , jF. Then 
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(a) M,(E) = E’ @ E’l(E) 
(b) Eli = E’IcE)@ M,(E’) 
(c) M,,(F) = M,(E) 0 MAE’) (4.23) 
(d) M,,(F) = E’@ E’L’E’@M,(EL) 
(e) M,,,,(F) = M,,(E’) 0 M,,(E”‘E’)@ M,.(M,(E’)) 
It is clear that ad(a) (resp. ad(y)) preserves each of the factors in the 
decompositions (4.23a)-(4.23d) (resp. (4.23e)). Let 
g(E) = B n M,(E) 
9(E)” = 9” n M,(E) 
i?(E’)“= 2?“n M,(E’) 
JYE ji(@)u = 2” n E/I(E). 
(4.24) 
It is clear that $9(E) is a principal hereditary order in M,(E) with radical 
S?(E). As a partial analogue of Lemma 3.1, we have 
LEMMA 4.1. (a) 9’= Z!(E)“@JQE’)” 
(b) ~“/~U+‘=~(E)~/~(E)U+lO~(E’)U/~(E’)Y+l 
(c) ad(a): ~(E’)“/LS(E~)~+’ -+ 9(EL)“-k/9(E’)u-k+1 
is an isomorphism for all u. 
Proof: Part (a) follows from the definition of B in (4.13). Part (b) is an 
immediate consequence of part (a). The proof of part (c) is just the proof 
of Lemma 3.1 modified to the present situation. We omit the details. 
In analogy with (4.24), let 
B(E) = 48 n M,.,(E) 
9(E)” = LT’ n M,.,(E) 
S(E’)“= 3”n M,,,,,(E’) (4.25) 
2(E ‘l(E))u = 2” n EIl(E) 
s(E ,i(F))u = .(,~,(w),,,(,,)u 
Then, as an immediate consequence of Lemma 4.1, (4.11), and (4.14), we 
have 
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LEMMA 4.2. (a) 9” = A?(E)“@ S(E’)’ 
(b) S?“/A?“+l =$E)“/9(E)“+’ 0 9(E’)“/S(E’)“+1 
(c) ad(y): S(E’)U/9(E’)U+’ + ~(EL)u~n’k/~(El)u-n’k+’ 
is an isomorphism for all u. 
If there were a similar decomposition of 9(E)” into bz” and A!(I?‘~(~))~, 
then (4.23b) and (4.23d) would give the desired analogue of Lemma 3.1. 
Unfortunately, this is not always true. We have 
LEMMA 4.3. (a) Zf gcd(p, m) = 1, then for all u 
s?(E)” = #i’“Q2?(E’I-(E))” and i!(E)” = A?‘U@L?(E’L’E’)“. (4.26) 
Furthermore. 
ad(u): S!(E ,L(E))U/OJ(ErL(E))u+ 1 --) ~(E’L(E))U~k/~(E,I(E))u--k+ 1 
and 
are isomorphisms. 
(b) Zfp Im, then (4.26) does not hold, and in L??(E)“/9(E)“+’ (resp. 
~(E)“I~(W‘+ ’ ), 
{+‘US!(E)U+l nA!(E’L(E’)UJ(E)U+l) XL!!(E)‘+’ 
(resp. (A?‘UA?(E)U+l n S?(E’L(E))uS(E)uf ‘} I S(E)“+ ‘). 
Proof Part (a) is Lemma 4 in [H2]. Part (b) is an easy but tedious 
calculation. 1 
To summarize, let 
Then 
and 22’” = 22” n M,.(E”). (4.27) 
LEMMA 4.4. Zf gcd(p, m) = 1, then for all u, 
2u = #p Q OJiu 
2?“=22’uQPu. 
Furthermore, the maps 
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This is the analogue of Lemma 3.1 which we use. For the remainder of 
this section, we assume gcd(p,m) = 1. Let 
a’ = M,,(E’). (4.28) 
By mutatis mutandis of the proof of Lemma 3.2 to our present situation, 
we have 
LEMMA 4.5. If y E s lies in 9’ mod ?2 --n’k + ’ for some integer v > 1, then 
y is Q,-conjugate to an element of a’. 
Since we want to formulate a result analogous to Theorem 1.1 in Chap. 3 
of [HMl], it is advantageous to compare our present notation with the 
notation in Chap. 3, Section 1 of [HMl]. We have 
notation here notation in [ HM 1 ] 
F, E’, G, G’ F, F’, G, G’ 
k, n’, ma i, m, ;1 
a, z), Q, a,, t’, $s 
Asin [HMl], let er,d be the n x n matrix 
(4.29) 
e c,d= (E,,,) 1 G p, 0 < n’, (4.30) 
where E,,, is the identity (ma) x (ma) matrix Z,, multiplied by 6,,,6,,d. For 
either (i) c # d and v an arbitrary integer or (ii) c = d and v 2 1, define root 
groups 
ug,,= 1 + ?i?er,d. 4.31) 
Set 
uz,,=(l +ae,.,,)na 
u;d = u:,, A G’ (= 1 + b’“ec,d if c #d or u > 0), (4.32) 
ULu = 1 + 9’“e. c,d c,d, 
Clearly, u$ is a subgroup of UF,,. If c #d, then U$ is a subgroup of 
u:,d; and by Lemma 4.4 we have a direct product decomposition 
uz,, = UT, u;.t;. (4.33) 
The set U$ is not a group, but for v B 1, it does define a set of coset repre- 
sentatives for Uz, in U&. 
Given a u b 0, there is an integer i = i(c, d, u) such that 
c,d= t”t!,dn Qd. (4.34) 
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The group Q, is a product 
Q, = n ~(c,d,v'c,d. (4.35) 
In (4.35), the factors are not normal in Q,; however, once an ordering 
is fixed, the factorization is unique. For u > u > 0, the group Q,/Q, +u is 
commutative and can be written as a direct product 
The groups { ufcc;“~‘/ui,c;“~ +u) }, of course, can be decomposed into a 
subgroup along G’ and a“‘perpendicular” subgroup (cf. (4.33)). We use the 
obvious notation of appending ’ for the subgroup along G’ and 1 for the 
“perpendicular” subgroup. 
Denote by 
J a,v+u (4.37) 
the group generated by QU+* and the root groups U$,d-O), 
Define integers j and b by 
j= [(n’k+ 1)/2], b= C(k+ lIPI, (4.38) 
where [ ] denotes greatest integer. Set 
J = Jj,n’k and J’ = n G’ = Q;sk. (4.39) 
These groups are analogous to the groups J and J’ in Section 3 of this 
paper and Chap. 3 of [HMl]. 
Let a: be the restriction of n, to the subgroup QLPk and let 
2f’ = .#(G’//Q;‘k, Q;). (4.40) 
In order to formulate our analogue of Theorem 1.1 in Chap. 3 of [HMl 1, 
we need to define a representation (T of the group J. Following [HMl], we 
distinguish three cases according to the parities of n’ and k. Case I is when 
n’k is odd, case II is when n’k is even and k is even, and case III is when 
n’k is even and k is odd. Recall that 52 = Sz, is trivial on QnPk + i. 
Case I. n’k odd. The group J/Qnfk + i is abelian. We can extend Sz to a 
character 0 of J by defining d to be trivial on each of the root groups 
U”nJ c,d . 
To describe CJ in cases II and III we begin by describing some features 
common to these two cases. In both case II and III, the group J/Qn,k + 1 is 
nonabelian. However, the group J~+‘x”‘~/Q”,~+ i is abelian and normal in 
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J/Q nZk+, . The character Q can be extended to a character on J,+ ,+, 
which we still denote by Q, by letting 52 be trivial on the root groups 
Uf” n Jj’ ‘s~‘~. The extended character 52 is trivial on Jj+l-n’k+ ‘. In both 
,a;&, the group J is generated modulo Jj+ lS”‘k by certain root groups. The 
image of these root groups in J/J’+ l,n’k ’ I generates a Heisenberg group H 
over [F,, = R’/fi’, the residue class field of E’. The center b(H) is contained 
in the image of nlCcCnZ . . U$. The character Q factors to a nontrivial 
character of J(H). By [W], there is a unique representation p, the Heisen- 
berg representation, of H with central character Q. The representation p 
can be lifted by inflation to a representation ~7 of J. The representation IS 
is characterized as being the unique representation of J which restricts to 
a multiple of Q on Jj’ l-n’k. We now describe 0 in slightly greater detail 
according to case II or III. 
Case II. k even. Here, the integer j in (4.38) is equal to n’b and hence 
divisible by n’. Modulo Jif ‘J’~+ ’ (resp. Jj+ ‘s~‘~), J is generated by the 
root groups Ulf U$ resp. U,‘:) for 16 c 6 n’. The image of U,it U’& in 
JIJ’+ 13n’k + ’ is a Heisenberg group H,. The center b(H,) of H, is the 
image of U$. The group H is the direct product of the H,. Again, by 
[W], there is a unique representation p, of H, with central character Q. 
The group H is the direct product of the groups H,, and p is the tensor 
product of the lifted p,.‘s. 
Case III. k odd, n’ even. Modulo J~+‘T”‘~, the group J is generated by 
the root groups U$!,!-l) and Ukt, where 1 Q c < (m/2) and d= c + (m/2). 
For a fixed c, the images of these two groups in J/J~+~s~‘~ + ’ generate a 
Heisenberg group H,. The group H is again the direct product of the HEIs. 
The center S?(H,) of H, is contained in the image of U~~U$. Let pC 
denote the Heisenberg representation of H,. Then, as in case II, p is the 
tensor product of the pr’s for 1 < c < (m/2). 
By the exact same reasoning as in Theorem 2.2, we have in all cases 
THEOREM 4.6. Any representation IT of GL,(F) which contains D when 
restricted to Qnck also contains a when restricted to J. 
Let S =S’(G//J, a). An L2-norm on S is defined in a fashion 
analogous to (3.20) and (3.21). To do this, let V,, denote the representation 
space of a. For f E &‘, let 
f*(d=fw’)*v (4.41) 
where f (g-l)* is the adjoint operator off(g) in End( V,). We then define 
<fl,fi> = (dim a)-’ 5 tr(flk)f2*W1)) & G 
= (dim a) -I tr(fTf$)(l). (4.42) 
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We can now state 
THEOREM 4.7. There is an isomorphism 
r/: &‘(G//J, a) -+ rEP(G’//J’, f2’) 
satisfying 
su~p(~(f’)) = J supp(f’) J and supp(~(f’)) n G’ = sups. 
for f’ E S?(G’/jJ’, Q’). Furthermore, 4 is an L2-isometry for the natural 
L2-structures on S and rE”‘. 
Our formulation of Theorem 4.7 has been mutatis mutandis that of 
Theorem 1.1 in Chap. 3 of [HM 11. Indeed, the proof of Theorem 4.7 is 
mutatis mutandis that of Theorem 1.1 in [HMl]. As such, we do not give 
the rather painstaking details but merely give the required change in 
notation needed to adapt verbatim the proof of Theorem 1.1 in [HMl ] to 
a proof of Theorem 4.7. The required change in notation is given in (4.29) 
and 
notation here notation in [ HM 1 ] 
(4.43) 
The import of the triumvirate of Theorems 1.1, 2.1, and 4.7 on the 
classification of the irreducible representations of G = GL,(F) will be dis- 
cussed in Section 5. With that goal in mind, it is convenient here to point 
out some consequences of Theorem 4.7 which will be used in Section 5. We 
begin by introducing some notation. For each positive divisor e of n’, 
consider the decomposition of an n x n matrix g into block matrices 
g= (gtd.,) 1 <y, v6e, (444) 
where g,, is an{(n’/e)ma> x {(n’/e)ma} matrix. Let ‘W c M,(F) be the 
principal hereditary order 
‘3 = {g E M,(F) I g,, E +“7”)M(n,,e,(=W). (4.45) 
Let ? = r’(n”e). The topological radical of ‘W is ‘9 = YeB, and 
(‘9)” = ( =TyeB. 
481113112-4 
(4.46) 
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Let rl denote the n x n matrix 
d= (L,“), 1 du, udn’ and L = 4~,,,. 
Then (eP)u+e= rZ(‘P)” and (‘9) U+em =G(‘P)“. Recalling (4.3) and (4.4), 
we observe that 
‘W=W and “‘a? = w. (4.47) 
Note also that if e divides e’ divides n’, then 
Wcer59cei%cC. (4.48) 
Let e.Zo denote the parahoric subgroup ‘Bx, and let ‘J, = 1 + (‘9)” be the 
uth filtration subgroup of ‘JO. For convenience, when e = 1 (resp. e = n’), 
we use the old notation of J, (resp. Q,) instead of ‘J,. In analogy with 
(4.6), we have 
J u + 1 c ‘Je, + I = “Jest, +I= Qn,, + I c C-2,,, = “Je,, = “Jet, = Ju. (4.49) 
For y as in (4.1 l), let Y2 be the character of eJe,/PJeu+, corresponding to 
the coset 
Y +ep-ek+l. (4.50) 
The restriction Of % t0 Qnsk is just 9. The goal for the rest of this section 
is to formulate and prove a result analogous to Theorem 4.7 for the 
representation ‘Sz. The result shall in fact follow from Theorem 4.7. We first 
formulate the analogue of Lemma 4.4. Let 
‘W(E) = ‘W n M,,,(E) 
‘P(E)” = ‘9” n M,,,(E) (4.51) 
e9plu=eP’nM,g(E’L). 
LEMMA 4.8. If gcd(p, m) = 1, then for all u 
‘9” = V(E)” + ‘P “‘, (4.52) 
and ad(y): e9’Lu/e9’Lut1 + e9’Lu-ek/ePLu-ekf1 is an isomorphism. 
We note that as e runs over all possible divisors of n’, the principal 
orders ‘W(E) are representatives for all conjugacy classes of principal 
orders in M,,(E’). 
Let ec,d be the n x n matrix 
ec,d=(Ep,,), 1 QP, ube and E,,, = ~p.c~~,J~n~,e~ma. (4.53)
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This is of course analogous to (4.30) with n’ replaced by e. Define root 
groups ‘Uz,, in a similar fashion to (4.31)-(4.32), and define the group 
‘J”,“+” (4.54) 
in fashion entirely analogous to (4.37). Also, in analogy with (4.38)-(4.39) 
set 
j= C(ek + 1)/21, b= [(k+ 1)/2] 
PJ = eJ’. ek and ‘J’ = ‘Jn G’ I J’, 
Let ‘Q’ be the restriction of ‘Q to ‘J’ and let 
‘sf’ = S’(G’//‘J’, ‘22). (4.56) 
We need to define a representation ‘0 of ‘J analogous to e for J. As for J, 
we consider whether ek is odd or even. 
Case ek Is Odd. The group ‘JleJek + r is abelian. We extend ‘52 to a 
character ‘0 of J by letting ec be trivial on the root groups {‘Use n ‘J}. 
Case ek Is Even. The representation ‘0 is the unique representation of 
J which restricts to a multiple of Y2 on Jj+13ek. 
Let ‘Z = s+I?(G//~J, ‘cJ). We then have 
THEOREM 4.9. There is an isomorphism 
‘u: S’(G//‘J, ‘a) + S’(G’//‘J’, ?2’) 
such that forf'EeS" 
supp(‘v](f’))=‘Jsupp(f’)‘Jsupp(f’)’Jandsupp(’rl(f’))nG’=supp(f’). 
Furthermore, ‘9 is an L2-isometry for the natural L2-structutures on ‘A? 
and ‘A?‘. 
Prooj The Hecke algebra ‘&” is contained in JEp’ = X’(G//J, a’). To 
see this, for g E supp %‘, let f b be the function in %” with value 1 at g and 
with supp( f h) = J’gJ’. Set 
A'= c 'Q'(g)f;. (4.57) 
g E ~J’lJ’ 
As a function on G’, A is the identity function of ‘%I, and 
(4.58) 
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Convolution in ‘S’ with vol(‘J) normalized to 1 is then convolution in 
X’ with vol(J) normalized to 1 divided by vol(‘J). The proof of 
Theorem 4.9 now consists of using the isomorphism in Theorem 4.7 to 
show a similar relation between Z and ‘S. We consider three cases 
according to the three cases for 0 already delineated for X’. Consider 
case II in which n’ and k are both odd. Here, the group J is always 
contained in the group ‘J. The oscillator representation determines an 
extension of p of r~ to the group f = {‘J’} Jc ‘J (see the discussion in 
[HMl I). Of course f/J’ = ‘J’/J’. The representation ‘cr is then the induced 
representation 
ea = ind /Ti’J) p. (4.59) 
In particular, X(G//‘J, ‘a) = X’(G//f, p). For g as in (4.57) and q as in 
Theorem 4.7, let & = I. If we let 
A= c Pk)fb~ (4.60) 
&TCblJ 
then A is the identity element of *(G//y, p). We have 
‘X= {A *f* Lqj-ES} = (A * q(f) * Alf’EW}. (4.61) 
The theorem in case II now follows from Theorem 4.7 and (4.57)-(4.61). 
Consider now case I. Let J@ be the group $ = {‘J} J. Both e and Ed are 
one-dimensional characters. The character CJ can be extended to {‘J’} J by 
setting it equal to ‘Q’ on ‘J’. Let 
A= 1 4df;. (4.62) 
g E "Y/J' 
As in case II, 
cW(G//{‘J’} J, a) = A * &‘(G,‘/J, a) *A. (4.63) 
Observe that 
ind /t (‘4 ‘Q = indBt (cJSJJ cr. (4.64) 
Let p denote this induced representation. Then 
&‘(G//‘J, ‘52) = cW(G,‘/#, p) = .WGII{ ‘Jr> J, 0). (4.65) 
Case I now follows from Theorem 4.7 and (4.63~(4.65). The argument for 
case III is a combination of the argument for cases II and I. We omit the 
details. This completes the proof of Theorem 4.9. 1 
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As a complement to Theorem 4.9 we have the following analogue of 
Theorem 4.6. 
THEOREM 4.10. Any representation rc of GL,(F) which contains ‘Sz when 
restricted to ‘Jek also contains eu when restricted to ‘J. 
As in the case of Theorem 4.6, the proof of Theorem 4.10 is analogous 
to the proof of Theorem 2.2. We omit the details. This completes our 
treatment of Hecke algebra isomorphisms for pure minimal K-types. 
5. CONSEQUENCES 
We indicate some consequence of Theorems 1.1, 2.1, and 4.7. Let ( Jk, 8) 
be a minimal K-type. If k = 0, the classification of all irreducible representa- 
tions of G = GL,(F) which contain (Jk, Q) is given by Theorem 1.2 of 
Chap. 2 in [HMl]. We assume k 3 1. Let cr, G’, Sz’, and other relevant 
notation be as in Theorems 1.1, 2.1, and 4.7. Let &‘(G, a) resp. b(G’, a’)) 
denote the set of equivalence classes of irreducible admissible representa- 
tions of G (resp. G’) which contain 0 (resp. Sz’) upon restriction to J 
(resp. J’). The isomorphism q allows us to identify the two sets b(G, a) and 
&(G’, Q’). Write d for b(G, a) = &(G’, a’). Since q preserves the L2-norms 
on #‘(G//J, a) and S(G’//J’, a’), the restriction of the Plancherel Measure 
of G to 8’ is equal to the restriction of the Plancherel Measure of G’ to 8 
times deg( a). 
In order to discuss square integrable and supercuspidal representations, 
let Z be the identity matrix of G and let 
T be the subgroup of G generated by OZ. (5.1) 
The group T is contained in the center of both G and G’. Since the center 
of G/T is compact, square integrable representations of G/T will exist. 
Similarly, square integrable representations of G’/T will exist if and only if 
its center is compact. Clearly, the group G’/T has noncompact (resp. com- 
pact) center when ( Jk, 52,) is a separated (resp. pure) minimal K-type. 
We can extend 0 (resp. Q’) to a representation of TJ (resp. TJ’) by 
defining a(tiZ) (resp. sZ’(WZ)) to be the identity operator. The isomorphism 
q then induces an isomorphism H between the Hecke algebras 
W {G/T)//{ TJ/T>, 0) and &?( (G’/T}//{ J’/T}, 52’). With the obvious 
notation, H determines an identification of b(G/T, 0) and &(G’/T, a’). 
As before, the restriction of the Plancherel Measure of G/T to 
&’ = &(G/T, a) = &‘(G’/T, Q’) is deg(a) times the restriction of Plancherel 
Measure on G’/T to 8. This means the square integrable representations of 
G/T will correspond to square integrable representations of G’/T, whence 
we have 
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THEOREM 5.1. An irreducible representation n of G = GL,(F) which is 
square integrable mod the center d of G must contain a pure minimal 
K-type. 
As a corollary to Theorem 6.1, we have the following result of 
Carayol [Cal. 
COROLLARY 5.2. If n is prime, and 71 is an irreducible supercuspidai 
representation of G = GL,(F), then there is a linear character x of G such 
that 71 Q 1 contains a minimal K-type of the form 
(i) (G-UW, Q), or 
(ii) (Jk, Q2,) with k> 1, Jk afiltration subgroup of GL,(R), and tikx 
mod #z has irreducible characteristic polynomial, or 
(iii) (Jk, 52,) with k3 1, Jk a filtration subgroup of the Iwahori 
subgroup, and gcd(k, n) = 1. 
In particular, 7c is induced from some open subgroup L 1 T which is compact 
mod T. 
We reformulate Corollary 5.2 to get 
THEOREM 5.3. If n is prime, and n is an irreducible representation of 
G = GL,(F), which is square integrable mod the center 9, then there are an 
open compact subgroup K, a representation 8 of K, and a group G’ which is 
equal to a anisotropic torus if 71 is supercuspidal and CL,,(F) if n is a 
nonsupercuspidal discrete series representation such that 
(i) The restriction of x to K contains 0 and 8 contains a minimal 
K-type of 7t. 
(ii) The intersection B’ = G’ n K is an Iwahori subgroup of G’. 
(iii) supp X(G//K, 0) = KG’K. 
(iv) There is an isomorphism 
cp:~'=~(G'fIB',l)~~=~(GIIK,8) 
such that for f’ E S?’ 
wp(df’)) = Ksupp(f’)K and swp(cp(f ‘)) n G’ = suw(f ‘). 
Furthermore, cp is an L2-isometry for the natural L2- structures on S 
and W. 
In the case of a supercuspidal representation, the group K is just the sub- 
group L of Corollary 6.2 which has determinant a unit. In the case of a 
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nonsupercuspidal discrete series, then, up to tensoring by a linear character 
2 of G, rc is the Steinberg representation, K is the Iwahori subgroup of G, 
and 0 is the restriction of x to K. 
We want to now formulate a result similar to Theorem 5.3 in the case 
when gcd(p, n) = 1, and to conjecture its truth in all cases. 
THEOREM 5.4. If gcd(p, n) = 1, and z is an irreducible representation of 
G = CL,(F), which is square integrable mod the center 3, then there are an 
extension E/F, a parahoric subgroup K associated to a principal hereditary 
order, a representation 8 of K, and a group G” = GL,(E) c G with 
n = m[E : F], such that 
(i) The restriction of z to K contains 8 and 8 contains a minimal 
K-type of 71. 
(ii) The intersection B” = G” n K is an Iwahori subgroup of G”. 
(iii) supp #(G//K, 0) = KG”K. 
(iv) There is an isomorphism 
cp: X” = .X(G”//B”, 1) -+ S = S(GI/K, t?) 
such that for f E W 
supp(cp(f )) = Ksupp(f )K and SUPP(cp(f) 
Furthermore, cp is an L2-isometry for the natural 
and Wt. 
) n G” = supp( f ). 
L2-structures on SfY 
Proof: Let D be the set of nonnegative multiples of l/n. Let (Jk, 52) be 
a minimal K-type contained in n. By Theorem 5.1, (Jk, Q) is a pure mini- 
mal K-type. Let s be the period of the principal order associated to Jk, and 
let x = {k/m} E D. We call x the height of the minimal K-type. We prove 
Theorem 5.4 by induction on the height. The case of height zero is 
Theorem 1.2 in Chap. 2 of [HMl]. Consider now the situation x > 0. Let 
J, c, G’, J’, etc. be as in Theorem 4.7. By Theorem 4.6, the representation 
7t contains g on restriction to J. Let rr’ be the irreducible representation of 
G’ corresponding to 7t given by q in Theorem 4.7. The character Q’ can be 
extended to a linear character x’ of G’, and x’ 0 x’ contains a pure minimal 
K-type (Lb,, b) of height x’ <x. The group Li, contains J’= J;. By induc- 
tion, there are a parahoric subgroup K’ containing J’, a representation 6’ 
of K’, and a group G” satisfying the conditions (ik(iv) with G replaced by 
G’. In the notation of Theorem 4.9 the parahoric subgroup K’ is equal to 
the intersection of G’ with some ‘;I,. This means the representation X’ 
(resp. rc) contains the representation ‘Q’ (resp. %). By Theorem 4.10, rt 
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must contain ‘0. The group K’ normalizes ‘J. The character x’ determines 
an extension of ecr to 9 = K’{ ‘J> via the oscillator representation (see the 
discussion in the formulation of Theorem 4.9). By inflation, 0’ may be 
viewed as a represenation of 9. Let K be the parahoric subgroup eJO, and 
let 
Clearly, (K, 0) satisfies conditions (i), (ii) and (iii). By Theorem 4.9, there 
is an isomorphism 
cp: W’ = Z(G”//B”, 1) +X = *(G//9, @) = .H'(G//K, 0) 
satisfying (iv). This completes the proof of Theorem 5.4. i 
We call the pair (K, 0) the relined minimal K-type in n. For any 
extension E/F, the irreducible square integrable representations 7~” of 
G” = G&(E) which contain a nonzero vector fixed by the Iwahori 
subgroup B” are the Steinberg representations [BZ]. Moreover, the 
multiplicity of 1, in these representations i  one. It is also clear that if G” 
possesses a supercuspidal representation with a nonzero vector B”-fixed 
then m must be 1. Hence, 
COROLLARY 5.5. (a) The refined minimal K-type (K, 0) occurs with 
multiplicity one in It. 
(b) Zf 7~ is supercuspidal, then m = 1. 
Part (a) of Corollary 5.5 is very much in the spirit of D. Vogan’s 
minimal K-types [V] in the case of real groups. 
An immediate consequence of Theorem 5.4 is that the supercuspidal 
representations of G&(F) constructed by Howe in [Hl] via admissible 
characters are all the supercuspidal representations of G&(F). The relined 
minimal K-types for supercuspidal representations are the representations 
described in Chapter 3 of [M] induced up to the proper parahoric sub- 
group of G. The refined minimal K-types for noncuspidal discrete series 
are described in [CMS]. One can use the isomorphism rp to obtain a 
formula for the formal degree of rr in terms of its relined minimal K-type. 
To do this, let T be the group in (5.1). With the obvious notation, the 
isomorphism cp allows us to identify the set &G/T, 13) with the set 
b(G”/T, Is,,). Write 6 for &G/T, 0) = b(G"/T, lB"). As was the case for 
our earlier Hecke algebra isomorphisms, the restriction of the Plancherel 
Measure of G/T to 8’ is deg(8) times the restriction of Plancherel Measure 
on G"/T to 6’. Since the representation rc, or, more correctly, K tensored by 
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an unramilied character of G must correspond to the Steinberg representa- 
tion of G”, the formal degree d, is equal to 
d,/vol(K) = deg(O)d,,/vol(B”). (5.2) 
Here, dSt is the formal degree of the Steinberg representation of G”/T. 
Combining Theorems 2.1 and 5.4, we get 
THEOREM 5.6. Suppose n >p, and 71 is an arbitrary irreducible admissible 
representation of G = GLJF). Then there are extensions Ei of F and integers 
ni such that n = xi ni[Ei : F], a G” = ni GL,( Ei) c G, a parahoric subgroup 
K of G, and a representation 9 of K such that 
(i) The restriction of 71 to K contains 8 and 0 contains a minimal 
K-type of rc. 
(ii) The intersection B” = G” n K is an Zwahori subgroup of G”. 
(iii) supp S(G//K, 0) = KG”K. 
(iv) There is an isomorphism 
cp : .W” = Z( G”//B”, 1) + % = S’(G//K, 0) 
such that for f E ~4” 
wp(cp(f )) = K ww(f )K and SUPP(cp(f) 
Furthermore, cp is an L2-isometry for the natural 
and .%‘I. 
) n G” = supp( f ). 
L2-structures on A? 
As indicated in [HMl], this may be regarded as the content of the 
conjecture of Bernstein and Zelevinski in the case of GLJF). 
We close the paper with the remark that although Theorem 5.4 has the 
restriction gcd(p, n) = 1, and Theorem 5.6 has the restriction p 2 n, the 
assertions of both theorems can be made without restrictions on p and n. 
Indeed, if one could remove the restrictions on p and n in Theorem 5.4, one 
would get a very clean picture of the discrete series of GLJF). At present, 
this can be done for small n. 
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